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Until the 20th century Newnham Murren was a chapelry of North Stoke, from which it was 

separated in 1907–8 and joined with Crowmarsh Gifford. Newnham chapel itself was 

declared redundant in 1973, and transferred to the Redundant Churches Fund. The building 

existed by the early 12th century, when it was probably already used for baptisms and 

burials; its subsequent isolation from Newnham’s main centres of population meant that 

some later inhabitants attended churches elsewhere, however, while it also suffered neglect 

from its mostly non-resident chaplains and curates. Even so it seems to have been 

moderately well supported by the parish population. Catholic recusancy persisted on a small 

scale into the 17th century, while neighbouring Baptist and Independent meeting houses 

attracted some Newnham inhabitants during the 19th. 

 

Chapel Origins and Parochial Organization 

 

In the late Anglo-Saxon period Newnham (with Ipsden and probably Mongewell) was most 

likely dependent on a minster or other early church at North Stoke.1 A chapel for the ‘new 

hām’ may have been established around the same time as the separate Newnham estate 
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(by 966): the building’s location more than ½ mile from the modern village, and next to the 

former manor house, certainly suggests an early and probably pre-Conquest foundation, 

before the focus of settlement shifted to the Wallingford–Henley road.2 The present structure 

dates partly from the early 12th century, perhaps reflecting rebuilding after the manor’s 

acquisition by the resident Morins.3 The chapel’s early jurisdiction seems to have extended 

southwards into Mongewell, whose dead were buried at Newnham or Nuffield until 

Mongewell church became independent c.1184,4 while the surviving Norman font confirms 

that it had baptismal rights. Baptisms, marriages, and burials were systematically recorded 

from 1678 when Newnham’s registers begin.5 A freestanding crucifix on high ground near 

Warren Hill was mentioned as a boundary marker in the mid 10th century, but not later.6 

North Stoke’s incumbents appointed the chapel’s stipendiary curates until its 

separation from North Stoke in 1907–8 and the union with Crowmarsh Gifford, following 

which the united benefice was served by a rector.7 The chapelry’s boundaries remained 

unchanged until 1849, when the part east of Timbers Lane was transferred to the new parish 

of Stoke Row.8 The dedication to St Mary the Virgin, though unrecorded before the 18th 

century, was shared with North Stoke and Ipsden, and perhaps reflects the early interest in 

all three parishes of St Mary’s abbey of Bec.9 

 

Glebe and Tithes 

 

By 1291 the chapel’s income (save for some separately granted tithes) had been subsumed 

into that of North Stoke,10 whose vicar paid the chaplain a stipend of only 53s. 4d. in 1526.11 

The only glebe was 4 a. given by the patron of Mongewell church before 1184 in return for 

Mongewell’s independence,12 and reduced before 1685 to 2 a. next to Watery Lane.13 The 

land was still recorded in 1913,14 but was presumably later sold. The rent from a separate ½-
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a. holding was received by the churchwardens in 1685, supplementing the church rates,15 

until the land was sold in 1917 and the capital invested.16 

Miles Crispin gave the manor’s demesne and mill tithes to Bec abbey, which later 

received the ninth sheaf from Walter de Huntercombe (d. 1313) as well, and retained its 

interest until the abbey’s suppression in 1414.17 Thereafter its tithes passed to John (d. 

1435), duke of Bedford, who gave them in 1422 to St George’s Chapel, Windsor.18 The 

chapelry’s other tithes belonged by 1279 to the rector (and later vicar) of North Stoke, who 

by 1685 seems to have acquired the former Bec tithes as well.19 In 1707 the combined tithes 

were let with the glebe and churchyard for £37 5s. a year and an undertaking to maintain 

Newnham’s churchyard gate,20 and in 1846 they were formally commuted to a £600 annual 

rent charge.21 

 

Pastoral Care and Religious Life 

 

The Middle Ages to 1700 

 

Little is known of how Newnham was served during the Middle Ages. Unbeneficed chaplains 

may have included Harvey of Newnham (one of several clerks witnessing the agreement 

with Mongewell’s patron c.1184) and Hugh the clerk, a taxpayer in 1306.22 The rector of St 

Peter’s, Wallingford possibly celebrated masses in 1365,23 and two unknown 15th-century 

chaplains may have been commemorated by memorial brasses since lost.24 Medieval 

remodelling of the chapel (including addition of a south aisle in the 14th century) suggests 

lay and possibly communal investment,25 and by the Reformation its furnishings included a 

silver chalice, a brass cross and pyx, two brass candlesticks, a pair of censers, two 

corporals, two coloured vestments, a cope and surplice, and two decorated linen banners.26 
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Along with other local churches, the chapel also attracted small bequests from lessees of the 

outlying Crowmarsh Battle and Turner’s Court farms in Benson parish.27 

Full-time provision may nevertheless have been rare, at least in the later Middle 

Ages. In 1526 Newnham’s poorly-paid and non-resident chaplain (John de Colonia) was a 

Franciscan friar, and four years later parishioners complained that they could only obtain the 

sacraments if they joined together to hire a curate. The neglect was compounded by the 

failure of the churchwarden (Ralph Adeane) to submit an account for sixteen years,28 and 

though Adeane requested burial at Newnham and left the chapel twenty sheep, he 

appointed the vicar of Cholsey (Berks.) as his overseer rather than a local curate. Elizabeth 

Stampe (d. 1547), who left 5s. to the chapel, similarly bequeathed 20d. to whoever was 

Newnham’s curate at her death, perhaps indicating high turnover.29 

 Some parishioners certainly attended other churches, reflecting Newnham’s 

scattered settlement as much as inadequate local provision. Like their lords, those living at 

English (in the east of the parish) most likely attended Nuffield church (where the Englishes 

and Warcopps were buried) or Nettlebed, although both Richard Eton (d. 1540) of English 

and Ralph Warcopp (d. 1605) also made small bequests to Newnham chapel.30 Francis 

Mercer (d. 1589) of Newnham Farm, which adjoined the chapel, requested burial at Ewelme 

probably because of family connections, and also left money to the incumbents of 

Crowmarsh and Mongewell.31 In addition, even for Newnham’s villagers the chapel’s 

isolation down a minor and sometimes impassable lane32 must have meant that Crowmarsh 

church was often more convenient. Crowmarsh’s leper hospital (next to Wallingford bridge) 

also had strong Newnham connections, although whether it served any wider parochial 

function is unclear. In the 14th century its patron was the lord of Newnham Sir William 

Bereford,33 and in the 1540s the priest there was a member of the Adeane family, lessees of 

Newnham manor.34 Around the same time masses were celebrated in the hospital’s 

unfurnished chapel using church goods belonging to Newnham, suggesting a close 

association.35 

 Robert Abbot (curate in 1547)36 was succeeded before 1553 by William Dunkley (d. 

1574), whose long tenure saw both the return to Catholicism under Mary and the 
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subsequent Elizabethan settlement. Over the same period the chapel lost most of its 

furnishings, leaving only a silver chalice.37 Dunkley’s religious views are unknown, but the 

will of his former churchwarden Richard Turtle (d. 1577) contained traditional Catholic 

invocations, and several Catholic recusants were resident in the late 16th and early 17th 

centuries.38 Edward Skinner (d. 1582) was a friend of the Catholic Henry Stonor of North 

Stoke, but left 6s. 8d. towards Newnham chapel’s repair, and like most other parishioners 

conformed to Protestant forms of worship;39 a small monumental brass in the church 

commemorates his widow Letitia (d. 1593), under her later married name of Barnard.40 By 

then Newnham was served with Mongewell by the curate Andrew Ashton, described by the 

Church authorities as ‘a very insufficient man’.41 

 

  

 

 

 One of the Tooveys owned a bible in the 1630s, while a painting of Cain and Abel 

owned by Ralph Warcopp (d. 1605) at English Farm hung possibly in his private chapel 

there.42 Ongoing support of the parochial chapel is suggested by a surviving silver chalice 

and paten, of which the former (by a maker who had recently supplied Crowmarsh Gifford 

church) is hallmarked 1610.43 By then more general bequests towards the chapel’s upkeep 

were gradually petering out, however.44 During the Civil War the chapel may have been 

occupied by Royalist soldiers stationed at Wallingford, damage to Letitia Barnard’s memorial 
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having traditionally been sustained by a musket ball during the town’s siege,45 and in 1647 

Newnham’s curate Ralph Fortie, an Oxford graduate, was ejected from St Mary’s church in 

Wallingford, presumably for loyalty to the king.46 Investment evidently resumed after the 

Restoration, however, reflected in the chapel’s late 17th-century pulpit and possibly also its 

communion table and bells, which were reduced in number from three to two.47 Small-scale 

Roman Catholicism persisted into the 1640s, apparently disappearing soon afterwards with 

the departure of the Smiths, owners of the substantial ‘Brownch’ freehold.48 The curate John 

Morris reported a resident Anabaptist in the 1670s–80s, but otherwise Protestant Dissent 

remained virtually non-existent until the 19th century.49 

 

Since 1700 

 

Eighteenth-century curates may occasionally have lodged at Newnham, but most were 

resident elsewhere. The long-serving Robert Burgess (d. 1737) lived in Wallingford,50 while 

his successor was only briefly resident before being elected a fellow of Brasenose College, 

Oxford. In his absence in the late 1730s the chapel was served by a neighbouring 

clergyman, who preached once on Sundays, read prayers on saints’ and other holy days, 

and celebrated holy communion four times a year, attended by 10–20 communicants.51 

Services remained unchanged twenty years later, when they were taken by the resident 

curate of Crowmarsh Gifford; by then the number of communicants had fallen to nine or ten, 

however, and a brief flourishing of deist beliefs in the parish reportedly emboldened some of 

‘the poor’ not to attend, although the arrival of two Presbyterian families apparently had little 

impact on the parish as a whole.52 Regular collection of church rates helped ensure that the 

fabric and furnishings were kept mostly in good repair. The Creed, Lord’s Prayer, and Ten 

Commandments were inscribed upon the walls, the pulpit was decorated with purple cloth, 

and new monuments to local inhabitants were erected in the churchyard.53 Moral behaviour 
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52

 OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. d 556, ff. 121–4; cf. below, North Stoke, relig. hist. (pastoral care). 
53

 Berks RO, D/P 161B/5/1; OHC, MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. d 13, f. 58; Par. Colln, III, 227. 
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was also policed, two women in the 1760s performing penance in the chapel for alleged 

sexual misconduct.54 

 By the early 19th century around ten Newnham Anabaptists attended a meeting 

house in Wallingford,55 and were presumably amongst those who in 1809 petitioned for 

permission to worship in the house of the wheelwright John Clare.56 No permanent meeting 

house was established, however, and adherents continued to travel to Wallingford.57 A barn 

near Witheridge Hill in the far south-east of the parish was similarly used for worship in 1823 

by a Wesleyan minister from Reading, although Dissenters there more usually attended an 

Independent meeting house in Stoke Row.58 Dissent in the parish as a whole probably 

peaked in the 1850s, its subsequent decline partly reflecting a more robust Anglican 

presence.59 

In 1802 Newnham’s curate lived in Benson, and the number of communicants fell to 

just two out of a population of 213.60 In an attempt to improve attendance the long-serving 

William Hazel (curate c.1808–26) held Sunday morning services at different times and 

catechized children in the more conveniently situated Crowmarsh church, though to little 

avail.61 Two particular concerns were addressed in 1849, however, when the parish’s remote 

south-eastern part was transferred to Stoke Row, and Newnham chapel (long afflicted by 

damp) was restored,62 paid for partly by grants from the Incorporated and Diocesan Church 

Building Societies, and partly from the church’s own funds.63 

In 1851 the curate reported an average Sunday morning congregation of c.60, with 

45 attending on Census Sunday,64 and from then until the 1907–8 union with Crowmarsh 

Gifford the chapel was served alternately with North Stoke on Sunday mornings and 

afternoons. A monthly communion was introduced in the 1870s and weekday services in 

Advent and Lent, although only a dozen or so inhabitants communicated regularly, and over 

25 parishioners (not all of them Dissenters) were thought never to attend. Few curates apart 
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 Above (paroch. organization); below (church archit.).  
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from Thomas Platt (1884–1900) remained in the parish for long, and in 1881 and 1902 the 

curacy was vacant.65 

From 1908 to 1915 the rector of Crowmarsh held regular Sunday afternoon services 

at Newnham, but thereafter the chapel was used only for occasional one-off services 

including baptisms, weddings, and funerals, until the building was declared unsafe in 1961.66 

In 1965 it was rescued from dereliction by the architect Hugh Vaux (d. 1977) of Mongewell, 

who maintained it as a cemetery chapel at his own expense.67 The churchyard (extended in 

the 1920s) was still used for burials in the early 21st century,68 but in 1973 the chapel was 

formally declared redundant. The following year it was taken over by the Redundant 

Churches Fund, whose successor (the Churches Conservation Trust) retained it in 2017, 

when occasional services continued.69 

 

Church Architecture 

 

Newnham’s small, plain chapel is of flint rubble with stone dressings and tiled roofs, and 

incorporates a narrow, added south aisle, a north porch, and a stone bellcote (hung with two 

bells) projecting from the west gable, its ornamental buttress resting on a carved corbel-

head. The porch and bellcote were rebuilt during the chapel’s restoration in 1849, when 

several windows were renewed and extensive alterations made to the stonework and 

seating.70 

The earliest fabric dates from the early 12th century, and includes the plain Norman 

north doorway with chamfered imposts, the high narrow chancel arch in similar style, and 

probably the unusual horseshoe-shaped squint in the chancel arch’s south pier. The 

cylindrical font is also Norman, although heavily re-cut. Nave and chancel are of similar 

length, each two-bayed, tall, and narrow; the chancel may, however, have been refurbished 

in the 13th century, the probable date of a double aumbry in the north wall and of a piscina in 

a trefoiled recess on the south. The sedilia may also be medieval. The south aisle was 

inserted probably in the 14th century, its Decorated arches (of two chamfered orders and a 

continuous hood) resting on octagonal piers and capitals. The nave’s crown-post roof may 

be contemporary, while the chancel’s roof timbers may be 16th-century. 
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The late 17th-century pulpit includes a pair of oak panels carved with oval bosses 

framed by Baroque scrolls. In 1759 its steps needed repair, and new doors were to be 

installed ‘on both sides’ of the building.71 Only the north doorway now remains, however, the 

south doorway (directly opposite) having been removed during the 1849 restoration. A 

contemporary illustration shows that it apparently had a rounded arch beneath a 

hoodmould.72 Other 1750s work included new ceilings (later removed), and ongoing repairs 

were made to the porch, windows, and bells. The latter were hung in a wooden ‘dovecot’ 

tower roofed with lead, which was mended in 1815 and replaced by the present gabled 

bellcote in 1849.73 

In the 1840s the chapel was damp, its walls discoloured, and the floors only ‘tolerably 

even’.74 Its restoration in 1849 (by the architect J.H. Hakewill) was accordingly extensive, 

construction of the bellcote being apparently accompanied by rebuilding of much of the west 

and aisle walls.75 The existing porch (possibly weatherboarded) was replaced by a timber-

framed structure on a flint base, with a gabled tiled roof and decorative bargeboards,76 while 

a low side window in the chancel’s south wall and a dormer window in the aisle roof were 

removed, and the west and east windows replaced, leaving only the medieval jamb shafts of 

the present three-light east window in situ. Other windows were also renewed, although the 
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The Norman north doorway (left), the chancel arch and horseshoe-
shaped squint (centre), and the piscina and sedilia (right). 
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deeply splayed openings of the single lancets in the chancel and nave were preserved.77 

Stone crosses (since removed) adorned the bellcote and the gables of the chancel, nave, 

and porch,78 while new seats and other wooden furnishings were provided inside, and an 

inscription written above the chancel arch.79 Buttresses on the south side of the chancel and 

at the south-east corner of the aisle, whose chalk clunch foundations were found in 1996, 

were probably also removed during the restoration.80 

The roofs were retiled and the interior cleaned and limewashed in 1965,81 the 

changes including removal of a heating stovepipe which had formerly protruded through the 

nave roof.82 A proposal to remove the fittings to Crowmarsh following the chapel’s closure in 

1973 was rejected by the Redundant Churches Fund,83 although a ‘small bad copy’ of ‘The 

Deposition’ (1602) by Peter Paul Rubens has since been taken from the nave.84 
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 Bodl. MS Top. Oxon. b 91, ff. 307–8. 
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 Ibid. c 521, p. 48. 
79

 Photo (1890) in OHC, POX0091305. 
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 Oxon. Museums Archaeol. Recs 1996.8. 
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 OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. c 1038. 
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 Bodl. MS Top. Oxon. c 485/2. 
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 Berks RO, D/P 161/7/7. 
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 Pevsner, Oxon. 717. 

The restored bellcote (left), north porch (centre), and east window (right). 


